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organic

organic

• A new addition to Bauscher’s Purity collection made from 
Noble China

• Ultra-modern asymmetrical shape with a classically smooth 
bone-white body

• Perfect for restaurants on the cutting edge of trends and those 
who want a break from traditionally round plates and bowls
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A: P011412-000905
B: 691829 
C: 691816 



scope
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A: 736545-A10000
B: 732282-B10000
C: 736162-B10000
D: 731265-B10000
E: 732296-A10000

• Gentle pastel shades on a series 
of plates, platters, and bowls with 
embossed pattern inspired by Purity 
Finest Loom

• Interplay of embossed and smooth for 
a dazzling, modern rustic aesthetic

• Shades of brilliant white, soft grey, and 
delicate blue-green

• Mixes and matches with pieces 
from Bauscher’s Options                      
collection



jazz
• Elegant, faceted design on the interior of the 

glass, while the outside remains perfectly 
round and smooth

• Inspired by the new golden age of cocktail 
making

• Made from Luigi Bormioli’s innovative Son.hyx 
crystal with titanium reinforced stems
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A: 12980/01
B: 12976/01
C: 12983/01
D: 12981/01



roma 1960
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A: 12892/01
B: 12902/01
C: 12885/01
D: 12891/01
E: 12882/01
F: 12931/01
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bach
• A retro-chic style with lovely parallel optics 

on the interior and exterior of each glass

• Vintage silhouettes like the Fizz Glass and 
Vintage Cocktail Glass 
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A: 12992/02
B: 12943/02
C: 06794/02
D: 12940/02

• A celebration of Rome’s golden era and the year it 
hosted the Olympic Games

• Square-cut optics for a bejeweled effect

• New additions include 
a stemless Rum Glass, 
vintage Coppa, and a 
spacious Gin Glass 



glow

• An absolute must-have for     
modern presentations

• Intense red glaze with veins                
of anthracite

• Soft design lines and a thick rim 
make an impressive statement
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A: P011225-003000
B: P013165-031090
C: P011862-031090
D: P012026-003000
E: P013509-003000
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2in1
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• Stoneware in three 
soft shades: green 
and white, beige and 
grey, and black and tan

• A handmade look with a 
minimalistic design and unique 
functionality

• Every piece is reversable, so one side 
may be a bowl, and the 
other, a plate
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A: P011815-060543
B: P011871-101793



origin

• A 
smooth, 
dramatic, 
and show-stopping 
collection

• Silky-matte black stoneware creates a perfect 
stage for food presentation

• Distinguishing divot in the lip of bowls and plates
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A: P011228-00090



carved

• Silky smooth, dark brown color 
evokes handmade pottery and 
natural textures

• Surface appears roughly chiseled
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A: P013113-191118 
B:  P011223-191118 



brush

• An 
embodiment 
of modesty

• Irregular and extensive 
relief structure for a uniquely 
textured surface

• Colored clay in three earthy shades for 
serving food simply and beautifully on a series of bowls, 
plates, and platforms
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A: P011228-060541 
B:  P011222-060541



coast & 
country

• Stoneware                                                                             
with a cast-iron look

• Delightful functionality and modest design

• Bowls and lids can be fixed in place using the 
central bar on the platter and plate
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A: P011278-031090 



midsummer

• The look of handmade pottery, with a speckled 
brown exterior and flecked cream interior

• An authentic charm perfect for farm-to-table dining
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A: P011219-006021 
B:  P013112-006021
C: P011225-006021
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